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History shows that the indigenous West Indians Settlers, the Caribs, made
excellent sea-going vessels and canoes which they used for centuries to sail
and surf from island to island in the Atlantic and the Caribbean Sea. There
are a number of early historical references to surfing in the Caribbean and
according to The Catholic Encyclopedia, reference is made to the fact that
the Caribs, as early as 1100 AD, used their “superior weapons and seafaring
prowess and skills to defeat most of the West Indian Arawak nations, and
enable them to colonize much of South America and the Caribbean Islands.
It was through their skill and mastery they often landed on each island by
riding the incoming waves with their canoes”.
Fast forward a few hundred years to the mid 1960’s and we see the locals
beginning to surf using modern fiberglass surf boards.
Since then, surfing has grown in local popularity, and has even gained
international recognition with local surf spots as Mt. Irvine Bay, Tobago now
considered a top Caribbean surf trip destination.
To most surfers’ amazement, Trinidad & Tobago gets good-quality surf during
all seasons, even summer. However, the sole focal point of surf in Trinidad &
Tobago surfing remains on the north and east coasts during winter swells.
The main surf season for Trinidad & Tobago
stretches from late summer to early spring.
Trinidad & Tobago receives the majority of
its swells during hurricane season as large
storms move off the west coast of Africa,
and during winter months as cold fronts and
low-pressure systems move off the eastern
seaboard of the United States, sending in
long-period groundswell to the northand northwest-facing beaches.
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surf spots in
Trinidad & Tobago
TRINIDAD
In Trinidad surfers mostly content themselves with waves on the Northeast coast, where the Atlantic Ocean meets the Caribbean Sea. The most
consistent surf spots are: Matelot, Shark River, Grande Riviere, Sans Souci,
Beach Break, Fishing Depot, and Salybia Beach.
On the East Coast Rampanalgas Bay, Balandra Bay (including Calm-side,
Balandra Point and Rough-side), Outer Island, Saline Bay and Sattelites are
the choice spots.
On the North Coast the waves
of Las Cuevas, Chupara Point,
Damien’s Bay, Blanchisseuse Beach,
and “Rock Break” or Delamere
Beach are the main attractions.

TOBAGO
“In Tobago, Mount Irvine is a surf
spot par excellence – a “mind
blowing right hander”. Mount
Irvine delivers in small doses at
select intervals throughout the
season. But when it is pumping, it
is an incredible sight, an adrenalinfilled rush for anyone who has
experienced it first-hand.”
Other surf spots include: Sunset,
Pigeon Point, Airports and Bacolet
Bay (a.k.a Crazies).
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background
The twin islands of Trinidad & Tobago are located at the southern end of the
Windward Island chain in the Caribbean. In Trinidad, the main surfing areas
are situated on the rocky north and north-eastern coasts of the island, and,
for Tobago, the best surfing beaches on the western coast of the island.
This surf history project is a non-profit work that is dedicated to preserving,
documenting and exhibiting a history of surfing in the Caribbean, focusing
primarily on Trinidad & Tobago.
As a local surfer who started surfing in the early 1980s, almost 30 years ago
to the year, I have put myself at the core of this project, which was spurned
after an autumn afternoon visit to a surf Museum in Irvine, California, USA.
On that afternoon, as I walked out of the museum, I quickly recognized that
I knew much more of the “surf history” of others than that of my own “surf
history”. It was out of that museum visit came the need for me to document,
detail, preserve and display my local surfing heritage.
As the Southern California evening approached, I scribbled the following
sentence on a napkin. It read as follows: “With the exception of say San Souci
Bay, Mt. Irvine Bay, Alan Davis Surfboards, Zoom Break, and Surf’s Up I have
found that most, if not all, of our local surf history, surf pictures, and surf
movies need to be uncovered.”
Little, if any, history of surfing in Trinidad & Tobago has been documented.
Many memories, photographs and memorabilia have been donated to this
project. But the center-piece of my work has been my conversations and
interviews, the newspaper articles and the array of photos from several
amateur photographers and the surfers themselves. The main effort of this
work is to document, detail, preserve and display our local surfing heritage.
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introduction
I grew up in the Maraval, a small neighbourhood on the outskirts of Port
of Spain in the north-west of Trinidad. I started surfing on the North Coast
beach of Las Cuevas in 1981. A friend of mine, Brian Joseph, had a blue,
7’2”, single fin surfboard and it was on that board that I got my first wave,
and first taste of surfing. It was at Las Cuevas that I rode my first wave. How
I remember begging to use my friend’s board, trying to surf, and the rest,
as they say, is history. For the years that followed, both Las Cuevas Bay and
Damian’s Bay in Blanchisseuse became my local surf breaks.
It has been 30 blurry years I have been surfing and feel it is necessary to
capture the historical information on our ‘sport of kings’ before memories
fade any more. In the pages that follow, I’ll attempt to sum up five decades
of amazing highs, assorted firsts and achievements, talented surfers, waves,
and stories.
The main thing I would like people to remember is that the individuals that
grew up in the 70s and 80s and prior were very fortunate. These individuals
grew up in a paradise. Why? We had freedom. Yes, being a kid, far less for
being an adult, in the 70’s was the best. Life was free and groovy. You could
walk, ride, skateboard wherever and whenever you wanted and for just a
$1.00 you could get a “sweet-drink”, a “rough tops” and still have change.
You could play games in the middle of the street and not have to worry about
getting taken or run over. You knew everyone around you and everyone
around knew you. Yes you were free to be a kid and do what kids do. If you
wanted to stay outside after dark and play with your friends your parents did
not have to worry about you. We didn’t have to lock our doors at night or
during the day for that matter.

“around town” by the time you got
home your parents already knew so
if you got “licks” at school you got
it again at home and if one of your
parents friends were to see you do
something wrong you got “licks”
from them and again when you
got home. It was all part of the
freedom kids today can’t have.

Early Body-boarders in

There was cool TV shows like M.A.S.H,
Salybia, Early 1980s
Mary Tyler Moore, Barnabus Collins,
Peyton Place, Bob Newhart, Carol Burnett,
The Little House on the Prairie, I Dream Of Genie, The Walton’s, and HR
Puffin’ Stuff. We rode to school, played outside, and didn’t have the clingy/
paranoid parents kids today seem to have. Getting dirty was normal, and we
didn’t have all the pressures to be perfect either. Sure we had problems like
every generation does, but we also had some great times as well, and I feel
lucky to have been born when I was.
Trinidad & Tobago was a much simpler place and everything around us
made these twin-islands into a paradise. Yes it sounds like a recording of our
parents, but it really was.

I have so many good memories. I could go on forever. Our parents let us
be kids and all the bad stuff that was going on in the world back then
were hidden from us, and they kept us sheltered from it. But just as we
were allowed to be kids, when we misbehaved, whether it was at school or

As early as when I was a 13 year old teenager I have the fondest memories
of waiting for Saturday and the weekend to come so that I could wake up to
“hitch-hike” or “beg a drop” to Las Cuevas beach. My mom was a singlemother who worked to look after us and keep the income coming in. This
left us to plan our days and weekends and for that matter vacation-time
too. If no parent volunteered, we “hitched” to the beach. We did this every
weekend until the older “guys” in the “lime” (group) got their driver’s permit
- a year or two later. Until then, we would hitch to the surf without a care in
the world.
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Spectators at the Mt. Irvine
International Surf Contest,
Tobago, 1988
You did not necessarily
have had to be part of the
“ass, gas, or grass” hippie
movement and mentality
to hitch-hike it was just
something that came
naturally to get to the
beach. Without any second
thought you would walk out of
your house to the nearest main
road with nothing other than your
towel, your surfboard and your
change of clothes. If a car stopped
you would ask if you could quickly
put a roof-rack on their car for the
board (as there were no cars that
had split seats or seats that dropped),
rack the board on top of the vehicle
that stopped, and see how far that
drop took you to the nearest beach.
Clearly hitching a ride with a pick-up
was preferred but it was not always
the case or fortune.
I remember that at Easter vacation
and July vacation (known as “Summer
vacation”) could not come soon
enough. For it was on long-weekends
and every Easter vacation and summer
vacation we religiously camped. Las Cuevas was our favourite camp-site.
By 1985 the Las Cuevas mosquitoes and sand-flies weighed heavy on our
camping enthusiasm at Las Cuevas. Las Cuevas weekend camps were soon
to be replaced by un-inhibited Salybia camps in Toco.

Richard “Errol” Shim,
Classic Mt. Irvine, mid 70s
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I am very grateful for having been put in Trinidad and Tobago at that time
which has allowed me to experience the life that I did. Fortunate for us we
all got to the beaches safely. To get to the beach in this way will never be
experienced by today’s upcoming surfers. On the flip side, a Texas Instruments
calculator then was $300 and it couldn’t do anything more than a basic $30
kid’s calculator can do today. Not a bad trade.
I also remember as the newest surfer to the line-up, I was last in wave pecking
order or totem and had to give priority to the older surfers until someone
else took my spot. It was the politic and ethic of the sport. The pecking order
was very established. So the elder surfers as “Bullet”, “Shrimp”, “Pancho”,
“Frothy”, “Quincy” and “Errol” all ensured that I understood this “silent”
rule. Change was not coming but rather underway.
Surfing, as I see it, came to these shores in four “waves”. The first “wave” was
“the founding fathers”: The dedicated pioneers. The men and women who
brought the sport of surfing to our shores and ventured to surf, experience,
and even name all of our surf spots.
The second wave embraced our sport and started to develop it, mold and
revolutionize its existence and as we know it. This group created, framed,
drafted and proposed our Surfing Constitution of Trinidad & Tobago and in
turn formed the Surfing Association of Trinidad & Tobago. Not only did this
group host our first surf contests and sent our first national teams abroad but
they cemented and declared the fact that “surfing” as a body was here, was
united, and “a family”.
It was the mid-80s, and it was shortly after that I learnt to surf. It was here
that I recognized that a third wave (of surfers) was on its way in. The new
movement and progression (which we really did not know at the time) was
to come from a small group, and what later turned out to be a small group
of friends with a very similar passion. And, with this, surfing in Trinidad was
changed forever.
9

Peter Boland,
“the local father” of surfing
in Trinidad and Tobago
This, new wave of surfers,
was a core group of avid
and
enthusiastic
young
“cabbage-patch”
surfers
that “hailed” from St. Ann’s
and its surrounding areas of
Port of Spain.
Their
obsession
with
the sport marked and
reigned in a third stage
to surfing’s history in
Trinidad & Tobago. The
douglarization of the sport lay
ahead. And, as this group emerged and arrived on the surf scene there was
a rapid explosion and emancipation of the sport throughout the islands (of
Trinidad & Tobago). It was at this time that ‘surfers were springing up by the
dozen versus only a dozen’.
The fourth stage of surfing in Trinidad & Tobago really emerged in the late
1990’s as global trends and global marketing focus took hold on the sport.
It thus became fashionable to surf. With this came the fourth “wave” of
surfing in Trinidad & Tobago. Surfing emerged as a mainstream lifestyle, and
you did not have to even surf. And although this was so, this fourth wave
of surfing in Trinidad & Tobago marked the largest influx of surfers to date.
Even though the landscape of surfing and Trinidad & Tobago is continuously
changing, there is one thing that will never change - the fun of riding waves
with your friends. So read and reminisce into our past.
Surfing has become for so many of us a part of our life and language.
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the first surfers in the
caribbean islands
The Carib or Kalinago people were the first settlers of the Lesser Antilles
(the islands that stretch south of Puerto Rico to Trinidad). It is said that when
Columbus arrived to the shores of Trinidad and Tobago in 1498, these islands
were home to approximately 35,000 natives.
Because of the Caribs warlike inclination, they continuously kept on the move
against other peoples. To do so, they transported themselves on the water
using dugout canoes from cedar and silk-cotton trees. These canoes varied in
size. The smaller canoes carried one person but the larger canoes could carry
up to seventy or eighty persons. The story is that the word canoe comes from
the word “canoa”, which is said to originally come from the native people in
the Caribbean via Columbus to Europe. The actual word we know today as
“canoe” originated from the word Kenu meaning “dugout”. These dugout
canoes, essentially large tree trunks that were shaped and hollowed, were
used by the Caribs to travel
between islands.
In the late 1960s, Ian R.
Clayton, a Barbadian
tour operator, recalls
sitting on the beach,
whilst in Dominica,
watching
Kalinago
fishermen
paddling
out over breaking
waves
in
these
same sleek dug-out
canoes. He noted

A traditional
“kenu” or “dug out”
canoe on a beach
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that they seemed to measure the waves and know exactly when to launch
through them. And, like surfers of today, he detailed how they rode the
canoes back to shore, surfing the waves, while returning from fishing in the
ocean.

013

,2
To further support allbthis,
o ago the “Gli Gli” Project (a Carib term for a small,
T
,
s
t
aggressiveAihawk
rpor revered by ancient Carib warriors as a totemic symbol of
bravery) replicated a canoe from ancient design using similar technology in
IFS, 2011
Dominica and set sail in 1997 and completed a symbolic and practical journey
to reunite Island Caribs with their ancestral and tribal homeland with a canoe
and its crewmembers. They sailed from Carib Territory in Dominica down the
island chain, through the Orinoco Delta and into the river systems of North
West Guyana, where contact was made with Guyanese Carib communities.
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historical milestones
CHAPTER 1: THE FIRST WAVE
Many believed that modern surfing on these shores began in the 1970’s
with pioneers such of Richard Shim or Peter Boland but we have recently
discovered that the opening chapter in the book of modern surfing in
Trinidad & Tobago’s surfing history may actually have begun almost two
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1940s
1947. Randall Rostant is born.
1948. John Pollard is born.

Cupara Point, Trinidad

1950s
1950. Joanna Luces, Trinidad’s
first female surfer, is born.
1950. Howard Eckel is born.
1956. Howard Eckel starts
surfing when he is 6 years
Irvine,
Tobago,going
1980’s
old.Mt.
Eckel
remembers
to Maracas Bay, along with
his older brother Robert who
SAT T N
was then 10 years old at the
ationa
ls, 201
time. His father made them
2
wooden boards which
they body surfed. They
also did knee boarding
on these same boards.
The Shaw family had 3
boys - Bernard, Steve, and
Early 1950s Photograph of Maracas Bay,
Rodney and they also had
North Coast, Trinidad.
wooden surfing boards.
From left Bernard Shaw, Howard Eckel .
IThis
nt. Surform of surfing
(NOTE: early surfboard on right of
Festmany
went onf for
iva years.

l , 201
0

photo)
SATT Junior Surf Series, 2013
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Late 1950s photograph of
Salibia, Toco
From left: Rodney Shaw,
Basil Shaw, Howard Eckel ,
Bernard Shaw, Robert
Eckel , Steve shaw, Michael
O’Connor, Sheila O’Connor,
Gail O’Connor

The photograph on the
previous page shows a
dated photograph of
Howard Eckel at Maracas
Beach,
along
with
Bernard Shaw with a small wooden board on the beach.
1957. Jonathan Torry is born.
1958. Howard Eckel remembers taking a vacation in Barbados at the age of 8.
He remembers that he went body surfing and knee boarding with my several
family members that included Dennis, Johnny, Geoffrey and Ian Marsh.
1959. Stuart Abraham is born.
1960s
Who were the first modern water-men and water-women that surfed these
shores? Who was our “Duke Kahanamoku” that brought surfing to our
shores? Who discovered surfing in Trinidad & Tobago?
After many interviews and investigation, many believe the history of modern
surfing in Trinidad and Tobago dates back to the mid-1960s. It was a time a
surfing expedition and surf pioneers from the Plymouth and Torquay regions
of the United Kingdom visited Tobago in the late 1965. One historian recalls
an expedition had gone up as far as Charlotteville on the North Eastern side
of Tobago and had not gotten any surf. “They had come with their longboard surfboards and were driving up and down the island in search or surf”.
But, it was not until their last day in Tobago that they ventured back down
to Mt. Irvine Bay, which had surf on it. And so, these visitors, it seems, were
likely first people to surf Mt. Irvine Bay. Local waterman, Nicholas Nothnagel
18

remembered watching the visitors paddle, turn around and after having
paddled onto the face of a breaking wave, catch the wave back into the
beach.
1965. The first break surfed in Tobago was Mt. Irvine
1968. Nothing much by way of surfing occurred after that visit until August
1968 when Nick Nothnagel went to Barbados and purchases a longboard.
Nothnagel recalls the board having a large, wooden, glassed-in fin. It was
purchased from a then LIAT pilot named, Peter Manning. After attempting
to surf in Barbados, Nothnagel returns to Tobago with the newly purchased
surf-board and starts to surf at Mt. Irvine Beach, Tobago. In that same year,
Nick Nothnagel leaves the board in Tobago with Michael Baker, a lifeguard,
and soon to be famous Tobagonian calypsonian.
1968. In 1968, Dick Brewer releases his “Rhino Chaser” gun and the boards
are quickly accepted by the
surfing population including
the new surfers in Trinidad and
Tobago.
1968. It was at Mt. Irvine that
Tobagonian Michael Baker, who
was then a lifeguard but is now
a calypsonian, first watched
visiting surfers in action. That
year (1968) Baker becomes the
first local Tobagonian to try his
hand and surf the Mount Irvine
break.
1969. Che Lovelace is born.
1970s
The 1970’s saw the rise of
surfing in Trinidad and Tobago.
During this time a few surfers
namely Randall Rostant, Trevor

SATT Foundation Members,
Peter Boland and Peter Shim
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Early Surfing: Howard
Eckel and Gary Lambkin ,
Mt. Irvine, Tobago, 1970s
Patience, Michael Baker, David Achong,
Keith Maynard and Howard Eckel (in
Tobago), Peter “Smiley” Bolan Colin
Barcant, Don Thomas, Stuart Abraham,
Donald Maclean, Mikey Curtin, Craig
Evelyn, Pancho De Caries, Gerard Da Silva,
Joanna Luces, Chris Bentley, “Chuck”
Barcant, Andrew Millar, Paul Hatch and Guy
Hatch (in Trinidad) pioneered the sport.
1970s. Surfers either car pooled or use
“hitching” as a way to get to the beaches as public transport is unavailable.
1970s. Surf visitors came from Long Island, NY, USA; New Jersey, USA; North
Carolina, USA; and London, UK bringing with them the global surf culture.
1970s. The first local surfers in Tobago were Randall Rostant, Trevor Patience,
Michael Baker, David Achong, Keith Maynard and Howard Eckel.
1970s. Randall Rostant remembers his first board as a 6’6” Rick Rasmussen
Hand-shaped Single Fin Pin-tail Surfboard. (Rasmussen became known first
for his bold tube riding at Pipeline, then for getting busted with a kilo of
coke in Bali. He was eventually shot dead in the streets of Harlem in a deal
gone bad).
1970s. Stuart Abraham recalls his first board being a green Australian made
7’6” Pin-tail Single Fin Surfboard.
1970s. Chuck Barcant is the first surfer to repair surfboards as a side-line job.
1970s. In the early seventies the line-up was dominated by single fins, but
change was not far ahead.
1970s. The boards were no longer long-boards but were quickly becoming
shorter, thicker and more buoyant.
1970. Paul Hatch remembers viewing “Endless Summer” (1966 Edition) as
possibly the first surf film in Trinidad.
1970. Bruce Brown’s surf film, The Endless Summer (1966) is seen for the
first time in Trinidad and Tobago and introduces an ‘international travel’ to
the sport. When the movie was first shown, it encouraged many surfers to
go abroad, giving birth to the “surf-and-travel” culture, which prizes finding
20

“uncrowded surf”, meeting new
people and riding the perfect wave
even though that was around the
corner for us.
1971. Richard “Errol” Shim starts
surfing in Barbados. He comes
home on vacations. He returns
permanently to Trinidad in 1976.
1971. Around 1971, Peter
Boland brought one back one
of the first fiberglass boards
from Barbados. From there
many surfers, including Howard
Eckel, believe that local surfing
really took off.
1971. When Nick Nothnagel
returns to Tobago from the
UK in 1971 he noticed that
the board he left in 1968
with Michael Baker had gone
missing.
1971.
Transporting
the
surfboards in the early days
proved difficult. Boards are
tied down onto roof tops using
bungee cords.
Richard “Errol” Shim, in the
1971. Similarly, the surfboard
“green room”, Mt. Irvine, Tobago,
leash
is
introduced
and
early 80s
becomes an instant hit. With
the invention of the so- called
“kook cord”, surfers were no longer faced with long swims to shore after
wiping out. Tube-riding simultaneously becomes the new move of choice.
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Gerry Lopez’s
Lightening Bolt
surfboard
1972. Kelly Slater is born.
1972. Pele and Santos Tour from Brazil play football in the Queen’s Park Oval,
Trinidad and crowds riot to see them.
1974. Trinidad Surf Pioneers included Peter “Smiley” Bolan, Richard Barcant,
Colin Barcant, Don Thomas, Stuart Abraham, Donald Maclean, and Mikey
Curtin. The extended crew was Craig Evelyn, Pancho De Caries, Gerard Da
Silva, Andrew Millar, Paul Hatch and Guy Hatch.
1974. Jason Apparicio is born.
1975. Gerry Lopez releases his famous 8’0” Bolt “Pipe Board.”
1975. Salibia was first spot to be surfed in Toco. It was first surfed by Stuart
Abraham, Errol Shim, Richard Barcant, Colin Barcant, and Pancho De Caries.
1975. Surfers parked in what is now known as the first parking lot and
paddled straight out. This was where they surfed. It was only afterwards that
they paddled across and discovered the reef in front of the second parking lot.
1975. Tony Caramanico, Conrad Miller and a few other New York surfers
come to Tobago and surf Mt. Irvine for their first time. They spend the next
30 years seasonally surfing Mt. Irvine.
1975. The original surf boards in Trinidad & Tobago had no chords so you
surfed conservatively in an effort to not fall off your surf boards and loose
you board.
1975. The Tobago surfers made their first chords of surgical rubber with
leather ankle straps which was used to attach the chords to our ankles.
Surfers were no longer faced with long swims to shore after wiping out.
1975. In Trinidad, on the other hand, Stuart Abraham remembers using
Bungee Cords by company called, Landry, to improvise as a shock chord.
Chuck Barcant then became known as “the master of making chords”.
1975. “Beach Break” (San Souci) is discovered and named after a Saturday
afternoon drive from Patience Bay where a crew of by Stuart Abraham,
Chuck Barcant, Richard “Errol” Shim claim Sans Souci for the first time.
1976. Richard “Errol” Shim after being schooled in Barbados for several
years, returns permanently to Trinidad in 1976.
1976. Joanna Luces is the first Trinidadian woman surfer to start surfing.
Joanna tried to surf for the first time at Silvers Sands Beach in Barbados.

Joanna’s first board was
a “Tiki Surfboard” by Tim
Heyland. It was a 7’0”
Single Fin.
1976. Michael Jackson
visits Trinidad.
1976.
Lightning
Bolt
Surfboards releases the Bolt
MR Model twin-fin.
1976. QEMS is discovered. The
break is an acronym named
after Quincy, Errol, Maurice,
and Shrimp (Andrew Cabral,
Richard Shim, Maurice de Melliac and Larry Coelho).
1977. “Settlement” or what is known today as “Matelot” is discovered by
Richard “Errol” Shim.
1977. Calm-side and Outside, Balandra also named by Richard “Errol” Shim.
1978. Stuart Abraham recalls that the
first twin fins on the island were made
by Infinity, G&S, and Mark Richards
(MR).
1978. Big Wednesday one of the best
surfing-related films made is released.
1979. Elena Halphide starts brining
in the first surfboards and surf
accessories to Trinidad. She operated
the small business from home.
1979. John Pollard attempts to surf
in Salybia. His first surf board was
brought in from Florida. It was a Gerry
Lopez 7’2” Single fin surfboard.
1979. Bob Marley’s “Survival Tour”.
He performs two shows in Trinidad on
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December 8 and 9.
1979. The Wailers played a show at
the PSA that saw hundreds of ticketless fans charge into the stadium.
There was a riot at the concert and
at the end of the show the temporary
barriers that were erected to keep
fans without tickets out were battered
down and fans had ran into the venue and started to try and climb onstage
with Bob, the Police managed to hold them at bay whilst Bob continued
singing. Police also used tear gas to keep ticket-less fans out of concert.
1970s. In the late 70s a rather curious looking design came on the scene. It
was named the stinger. It’s most notable characteristic was that it had wings
up one third the length of the tail.
1970s. In the late 70s twin fin surfboards were introduced and that did more
to launch surfing to its present state of hot-dogging than it may be given
credit for. The early twins were wide and short. Five to six feet in length and
twenty to twenty two inches wide was not uncommon at the time.
1970s. The first Surfing magazine available locally may have been in the
mid-70s. For the first time pictures of surfing, surfers and surf culture from
outside the region are seen. The first surf heroes mentored were Gerry Lopez
and Rory Russell.
1970s. The surf vibe and culture in Tobago is one of respecting the locals.
Local surfers would work in the day and come out to surf in the afternoon.
The foreign surfers would respect that the locals were working whole day
and would give all the waves to the locals as they came from work (a far cry
from the surf etiquette of today). If a foreigner was aggressive it was taken
care of immediately.
1970s. Randall Rostant rides the biggest wave of his life at Mt. Irvine in the
late 70s. The wave is about 10’ in the back (20’ face).
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CHAPTER 2: THE SECOND WAVE
1980s
Surfing in Trinidad and Tobago exploded in the 1980’s and because of this
the 1980s can be marked as the era of “the surfing revolution” in Trinidad
and Tobago.
1980 - The first “thruster” made in October 1980, went with Simon
Anderson to Hawaii that winter, then on to California, where he convinced
Nectar’s Gary McNabb to make a Thruster model. Back in Sydney, he went to
work at his own factory, Energy, and made two more Thrusters. On one of
his boards, he won the Bells-Coke double again, and surfing history took its
biggest turn since polyurethane foam. Unfortunately, Simon never took full
commercial advantage of his Thruster concept.
1980. The average size of the surfboard drops down to 6’0”. Tri-fins are
introduced thanks to Australia’s Simon Anderson. By the mid-eighties the
switch from twin fins to tri fins was in full swing. Dimensions were on the
way down; narrower was the call of the day. Eighteen and three quarters
to nineteen and one quarter in width as opposed to twenty to twenty-two
inches on the twins was now becoming the industry standard. Thickness
dropped a little but not dramatically; not like will be seen in the next decade.
1980. In Trinidad, Nicholas Hamilton makes the first rough version of a
functional surfboard that seems to do the job. The Hamilton family owned
“Side of the Moon” guest house overlooking “Toco Fishing Depot” where
Hamilton tests his new board.
1980. Jesse Mouttet brings the first tri-fin surfboard into Trinidad.
1980. Big Wednesday is seen in Trinidad by John Pollard and friends.
1980. David “Bullet” De Gannes shapes the first commercial surfboard in a
Chaguramas warehouse.
1980. The Surfing Association of Trinidad & Tobago (SATT) is founded with
30 members. The first meeting was in the old Westmall food court. Nick
Nothnagel was the first president.
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The Late, Harold Henderson
& Courtney Rooks, WSG,
Puerto Rico, 1988
1980. By 1980 Ellena Halphide
opened Trinidad’s first surfboard shop
in Bergerac, Maraval. The store is called
“Surfer’s Paradise”. Soon after, surfing
exploded in popularity. She brought in
a mix of T&C single fin boards, G&S twin
fin boards, leashes, etc.
1980. The first informal surf contest ever
held in Trinidad was contested at Las Cuevas Beach on the north coast of
Trinidad. Errol Shim wins.
1980. The airfare to Tobago costs $25 and is raised to $28, and then to $40.
Surfers cry “outrage”.
1981. First Contest held by Elena Halphide in Mt. Irvine Tobago. Howard
Eckel won the men’s division. The final was made by Howard Eckel (1st),
Richard “Errol” Shim (2nd) and Peter Bolan (3rd). David Bentley wins Juniors
Division. Joanna Luces was best amongst the women and most outstanding
surfer.
1981. Another local Surf Contest is held at Mt. Irvine. Howard Eckel wins
the event.
1981. First formal Surf Contest in Trinidad was held in Salibia 1981. Larry
Coelho wins the Open division. Andrew Hadeed wins the Juniors division.
There was no Women’s division.
1982. The movie “Fast Times at Ridgemont High” is released.
1983. First National Contest was in Salibia. Stuart Abraham wins.
1983. Walt Lovelace the first Lovelace and first villager from Matura starts
surfing, hitching alone to Matura Bay and Bay Road. He has a Stussy
surfboard. First Surf in Toco was at Salibia. Walt purchases a new G & S tri-fin
from Elena Halphide.
1984. Stuart Abraham recalls that the first tri fins on the island were made by
Simon Anderson. Quads by Channel Islands are introduced in the same year.
1984. Mark Richards wins fourth consecutive world title and sets world
record.
1984. Che Lovelace starts surfing.
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1985. The television program “Baywatch” airs on TTT.
1985. Walt Lovelace produces the first short surf film.
1986. Jason Apparicio starts surfing.
1987. T&T’s first national team sent to a Surf Contest outside of Trinidad is
sent to Bathsheba, Barbados. The Orchard International Surfing Classic event
was held in October 1987. The team was made up of Andrew Millar (capt.),
Larry Coelho, Gerard Da Silva, Che Lovelace, Jed Halphide, Barry St. George,
Joanna Luces, Dave Achong (manager), John Gibson (judge). Trinidad &
Tobago placed 5th behind USA, Barbados, Puerto Rico and Venezuela. 10
countries participated. Joanna Luces placed 4th in the women’s’ division and
is the 1st International trophy to come into the country. Super kid, Kelly
Slater, wins the event.
1987. February, 1987. T&T Sent a team to the Inter-Caribe Surfing
Championship held at 3 venues: Wilderness, Surfer’s Beach and Jobos,
Puerto Rico. Waves are 8-10.

T&T, WSG, Puerto
Rico, 1988. Pictured
L-R: Jonathan Torry
(Knee boarder), Barry
St. George ( Junior),
Gregory Proudfoot
(Open), Andrew
Millar (Open),
Harold Henderson
(Coach), John Gibson
(Manager), Sherrard
Spiers (Reserve), Che
Lovelace ( Junior),
Courtnay Rooks
(Longboard), Joanna
Luces (woman),
(missing) Andre
Lewis (Body boarder).
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Team T&T, Aguadilla Parade,
WSG Opening Ceremony,
Puerto Rico, 1988
1987. First Local Surf Film
is produced. It is filmed and
edited by Tony Caramanico.
It
is
titled:
“Tobago
Tabanka”. The popular
music at the time was by
David Rudder whose local
hit “Bahia Girl” is featured
in the movie.
1988. First International
Surf Contest is held at Mt.
Irvine. Teams from USA,
Australia, the Caribbean

CHAPTER 3: THE THIRD WAVE
1990s
1990. The opening of the nineties saw the tri-fin standing alone as the
design to be reckoned with. The only thing left now was the refinement
of the rails and edges, and the testing of various concave combinations.
Thanks to the futuristic surfing of Kelly Slater dimensions dropped as low as
seventeen inches in width and thicknesses dipped below two inches. Due to
media coverage surfers struggled with these anorexic blades for two to three
years. Finally pros, daily surfers and most importantly shapers saw the error
of their ways. Widths grew to eighteen inches plus and thick nesses came up
to a more manageable two and a quarter inches in the six to six-four range.

and South America invade Tobago.
1988. T&T Sent a team to the Budweiser ISA World Junior Surfing
Championship held at Aguadilla, Puerto Rico, Feb. 11-21 1988. The team
comprised of Andrew Millar (Capt. Open), Che Lovelace (Open), Jed Halphide
(Juniors), Barry. St. George (Juniors), Andre Lewis (Body Board), Courtnay
Rooks (long Board), Joanna Luces (Women), Jonathan Torry (Knee Board).
Team T&T Places 15th out of 26 teams.. T&T beating the likes of Peru,
Panama, DR, Spain, Costa Rica, Mexico, Germany, Bahamas, Germany, Italy,
Norway
1988. The Mt. Irvine Surfing Classic held at Mt. Irvine, Tobago. Teams from
USA, Barbados, Puerto Rico, St. Lucia and Venezuela attend. The largest prize
purse of $20,000 is offered.
1989. Surf’s Up Surf contest, Sans Souci, Toco. The largest crowds ever at a
local surf contest are seen.
1989. David Benetly, one of T&T’s finest surfers and all-round watermen dies
while diving in the port of Port of Spain.
1989. Peter “Smiley” Bolan dies. He was one of the pioneers of local surfing.
1989. Surfers including Che Lovelace, Jed Halphide, and Barry St. George are
among the best surfers in the islands.

1990. “The Surf Shop” opens in Valpark Shopping Plaza.
1990. The first Zoom Break Surf Contest is held in Sans Souci, Toco and
changes competitive surfing in Trinidad forever.
1992. Kelly Slater joins the world tour full time. He wins the ASP World Title
his rookie year to become the youngest world champion at only 20 years old.
1992. T&T sends a team to the ISA World Junior Surfing Championship in
Lacanau, France. Team T&T Places 24th
1992. Jason Apparicio finishes in the top 20 in the World Juniors, Lacanau,
France. Best performance of a Trinidadian ever at a world contest.
1993. Jason Apparicio surfs the ASP East Professional Circuit (a professional
tour manly for the Atlantic surfers of United States) and receives 17th place
in the rankings.
1993. Trinidad and Tobago attends the first Pan America Surfing Association
(PASA) surfing contest in the island of Margarita, Venezuela.
1993. Alan Davis makes his first surfboards under the name “Alan Davis
Surfboards”.
1994. Founded on May 28, 1994 by honoring Duke Kahanamoku as the
Father of Modern Surfing, the Huntington Beach Surfing Walk of Fame
marked a historic addition to “Surf City USA.” Each year, the Walk of Fame’s
selection committee conducts ongoing research through surf associations,
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Harold Henderson & Jonathan
Torry (kneeboard), WSG, Puerto
Rico, 1988

museums and media venues around the
world to compile a comprehensive ballot
of qualified candidates. Every inductee
receives a granite stone embedded in the
sidewalk (PCH side) in front of Jack’s Surf
Shop.
1994. Jason Apparicio represents T&T at
the ISA World Junior Championships held
in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil. Team T&T Places 31st.
1994. Jason Apparicio turns “pro”. He goes on to win 4 major pro events
around the world. At the peak of his professional surfing career, Jason is
ranked in the top 20 in ASP East and in the top 25 in ASP Europe. To date,
Jason has been on the cover of 9 international surf magazines.
1996. Team T&T sends a team to the ISA World Junior Surfing Championship
in Huntington Beach, U.S.A. 2000. Team T&T Places 35th
1999. Beach Break Surf Shop opens in Starlite Shopping Plaza.
1999. Hurricane Lenny, a west ward moving hurricane in the Caribbean,
produces the largest swells seen in decades.
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CHAPTER 4: THE CURRENT WAVE
2000s
As is always the case what is old will one day undoubtedly be new again. So
it is with the appearance of the “fish” in 2000s. The term fish in this instance
could be argued is used a little loosely. Yes they have wings and a swallow-tail
but that is where the comparison ends. Modern blanks with modern rocker
configurations and ever-present concaves make them a very distant hybrid
cousin of their predecessor. They are ridden two to three inches shorter than
the surfer’s regular short board. Widths are in the twenty-inch range. They
have found a comfortable spot in the small wave market.
The end of the 2000’s saw resurgence in longboarding.
2000. Jason Apparicio represents T&T at the ISA World Junior Championships
in Porto de Galinhas, Pernambuco, Brazil.
2003. Sherrard Spiers represents T&T at the 1st ISA World Masters Surfing
Championship held in Taranaki, New Zealand
2003. Harold Henderson, one of the stalwarts of the SATT dies.
2003. Local surfers start using the internet to predict surf. The WWW surf
forecast starts to become popular.
2004. Justin Tang represents T&T at the Quiksilver ISA World Junior Surfing
Championship in Papenoo, Tahiti. Team T&T Places 19th
2005. T&T sends a team to the Quiksilver ISA World Junior Surfing
Championship in Huntington Beach, CA. The team places 22nd.
2005. The Quiksilver Crossing’s Reef Check, the unique 75-foot ship, Indies
Trader, sails into Tobago.
2005. October 2005, High surf condition caused several million dollars in
damage to occur to fishing and coastal communities In the days to follow
there were reports of a “tsunami” in the newspaper headlines.
2008. March 2008, a similar Ocean Storm developed in the North Atlantic
Ocean, only this time it was larger and more powerful. It was reportedly the
most powerful north swell seen in recent history.
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2008. T&T sends a team to the Billabong ISA World Surfing Games in
Costa de Caparica, Portugal. Chris Dennis ranks a respectable 41st in the
world. Team T&T Places 25th.
March 2008. The Biggest Day Ever Surfed. From memory, the biggest swell
to hit Trinidad & Tobago was in March 2008. Swells hit over 25 feet. The swell
sends some of the largest waves ever seen in Trinidad & Tobago. The swell
lasts for almost a week and snaps tens of surfboards.
2009. Chris Cabral, another one of T&T’s relentless surfers dies in NYC, USA.
2009. T&T sends a team to the Billabong ISA World Surfing Games in
Playa Hermosa, Costa Rica. T&T Places 32nd
2009. T&T sends a team to the ISA World Masters Surfing Championship in
Punta Rocas, Peru. T&T Places 13th. Che Lovelace is ranked 15th in the world
in the 35-40 age division and Alan Davis is ranked 17th in the world in the
35-40 age division.
2010. Kelly Slater wins his tenth world title and sets world record.
2010. The Cocrico Pro, the first surf contest in Tobago for over 20 years runs
from 29th December 2009 to 1st January 2010 with huge waves (2.5 – 3.5
Meters).
2010. On May 1st and 2nd, 2010 The Surfing Association of Trinidad and
Tobago (SURFING T&T) hosted its first international surfing event in over a
decade. The Western Atlantic Pro Surf Series (WAPSS), the only pro surfing
tour that exists on the east coast of the United States, is run by Michael Bloom
who is an Association of Surfing (ASP) certified judge and a professional
photographer. Surfing T&T and WAPSS teamed up with Épicé Sunscreen of
the US to secure the largest Prize Purse ever for an International Surf Contest
in Trinidad and Tobago – $60,000.
2011. The Chris Dennis surf documentary “Between Worlds” premiers at
Movietowne Cinemas. The film runs on the “big screen” for one week. The
first local Surf Film to hit the “big screen” in movie theaters.
2011. The Surfing Association of Trinidad and Tobago (SURFING T&T) hosted
The 2nd successful Western Atlantic Pro Surf Series (WAPSS) International
Surfing event in late May 2011.

2011. Team Trinidad and Tobago competed at the annual ISA World Masters
Surfing Championship 2012 that was held at Punta Rocas, El Salvador. Trinidad
& Tobago places 11th out of 26 teams. Highest finish in an International
event.
2012. The Surfing Association of Trinidad and Tobago (SURFING T&T) hosted
The 3rd Western Atlantic Pro Surf Series (WAPSS) International Surfing event
in May 2012.
2012. On Sunday 23rd December 2012 The Surfing T&T 2012 Tobago Pro in
Memory of Scott Tucker got big enough swells to produce waves of enough
consequence to run the Open Division of this Prestigious Event.
2013. On January 16th, a huge north swell hits the North-West coasts of
both Tobago and Trinidad. Tobago records swell heights of over 30+ feet and
the largest swell seen in 30 years. A number of boats, shore lines of some
residents’ houses and swimming pools, along with personal property, were
damaged across Tobago, including Mt St George, Black Rock, Grange and
Parlatuvier. At least three boats were destroyed in the Old Grange Mt Irvine
areas.
2013. Beach Break Surf Shop hold a Junior Surf Series in Las Cuevas beach
on The North Coast for kids below ages of 16 years of age. First all Junior
Event ever held.
2013. SATT National held in Salibea, Toco in September 28th & 29th . It’s the
first time a Stand Up Paddle (SUP) category is included in SATT events.
2013. Montgomery “Buttons” Kaluhiokalani, one of the most influential
surfers of all time, has passed away at 54, after a long battle against cancer
on the 2nd November, 2013, exactly three years after the loss of Andy Irons.
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making news

“This is a site that everyone will enjoy because as
of now, there was no one or nowhere who has
documented Trinidad & Tobago’s short surf history.”
To share your surfing memory,
please email your story and photos to
sherrardspiers@hotmail.com
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“The best surfer out there
is the one having the most fun”
Duke Kahanamoku,
Legendary Hawaiian Surfer,
1890-1968
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